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Community Detection




Many networks are found to be divided naturally
into communities or modules, therefore
discovering of these communities structure
became an important research topic.
The problem of community detection is very hard
and not yet satisfactorily solved, despite a large
amount of efforts having been made over the past
years.
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Overlap Nodes


There are common cases where some nodes
in a network can belong to more than one
community
 Example:

In a social network of friendship,
individuals often belong to several communities:
their families, their colleagues, their classmates,
etc
 These are called overlap nodes
 Most known community detection algorithms do
not have a mechanism to detect them
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Proposed Method


Particles competition and cooperation in
networks
 Competition

for possession of nodes of the

network
 Cooperation among particles from the same team
(label)


Each team of particles tries to dominate as many nodes
as possible in a cooperative way and at the same time
prevent intrusion of particles of other teams.

 Random-deterministic

walk

Initial Configuration


A particle is generated for each labeled node of the network






The node will be called that particle’s home node

Particles initial position are set to their respective home
nodes.
Particles with same label play for the same team
Nodes have a domination vector



Labeled nodes have ownership set to their respective teams.
Unlabeled nodes have levels set equally for each team
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Ex: [ 1 0 0 0 ]
(4 classes, node labeled as class A)

Ex: [ 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 ]
(4 classes, unlabeled node)

Node Dynamics


When a particle selects a neighbor to visit:
 It

decreases the domination level of the other teams
 It increases the domination level of its own team
 Exception:


Labeled nodes domination levels are fixed
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Particle Dynamics


A particle gets:
 stronger

when it selects a node being
dominated by its team
 weaker when it selects node dominated by
other teams
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Keep the particle aware of how
far it is from its home node

1
1

 Prevents

the particle from losing
all its strength when walking into
enemies neighborhoods
 Keep them around to protect their
own neighborhood.


Updated dynamically with local
information
 Does

not require any prior
calculation
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Shocks
A

particle really visits the
selected node only if the
domination level of its team is
higher than others;
 otherwise, a shock happens and
the particle stays at the current
node until next iteration.


How a particle chooses a
neighbor node to target?
 Random

walk
 Deterministic walk
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Random-Deterministic Walk


Random walk


The particle randomly
chooses any neighbor
to visit with no concern
about domination levels
or distance



Deterministic walk


The particle will prefer
visiting nodes that its
team already
dominates and nodes
that are closer to their
home nodes

The particles must exhibit both movements
in order to achieve an equilibrium between
exploratory and defensive behavior
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Long Term Domination Levels


Each time a particle visits a node using
random walk, it also increases its team long
term domination levels accordingly to its
strength.
 All

levels starts from zero
 No upper limit
 No decrease in other team levels
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Fuzzy Output and
Overlap Indexes
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After the last iteration, the membership
degrees are calculated based on long
term domination levels
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And the overlap indexes are calculated
from the membership degrees
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Computer simulations:
Classification of normally
distributed classes
(Gaussian distribution)

(a) toy data set with 1, 000 samples
divided in four classes, 20
samples are labeled, 5 from each
class (red squares, blue
triangles, green lozenges and
purple stars).

(b) nodes size and colors represent
their respective overlap index
detected by the proposed
method.

Computer Simulations: The karate club network. Nodes size and
colors represent their respective overlap index detected by the
proposed method. Nodes 1 and 34 are pre-labeled.

Conclusions


New semi-supervised learning graph-based
method for uncovering the network overlap
community structure.
 It

combines cooperation and competition among
particles in order to generate a fuzzy output (soft
label) for each node in the network
 The fuzzy output correspond to the levels of
membership of the nodes to each class
 An overlap measure is derived from these fuzzy
output, and it can be considered as a confidence
level on the output label
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